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Network System Team

Student Hall Network Equipment Renewal To Be 
Completed in February

We have mentioned in the past two Channel issues that ITSC has been working on a major 
networking project to renew all the network equipment in our student hall network, aka 
ResNet.  Right now our contractors are working with us on this equipment replacement 
exercise on a gradual hall-by-hall migration basis.  The whole upgrade exercise is scheduled 
to be completed by end of February. 

All these 8-year-old network equipment, mainly 10Mbps-only Ethernet switches, will be 
replaced by around 200 latest 10/100Mbps Fast Ethernet switches. For better manageability, 
initially the connection speed for all ResNet data outlets will stay at 10Mbps.  Later in March 
ITSC will gradually change each network port to run at an auto-sensing 10/100Mbps speed.  
So subsequently any ResNet residents with a 100Mbps network card can then enjoy a 
desktop connection speed of up to 100Mbps. 

To further guarantee the service availability of our ResNet, all associated network cables at 
the equipment closet level will be replaced.  Our Estates Management Office (EMO) has also 
helped to review the environmental quality of all ResNet equipment closets.  EMO has then 
undertaken some enhancement works in both the power supply and air-conditioning areas to 
safeguard the normal operation of all our network equipment.  With all these in place in 
March, our student hall residents can then enjoy a more stable ResNet with still better service 
availability. 
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Mr. David SHIU

New IT Classrooms

During this winter, fifteen more classrooms have been enhanced with fully networked 
computers, projectors and various A/V equipments. This brings us a total of 49 classrooms 
which are equipped with full I.T. and A/V equipments. Please visit here for more details the 
most up-to-date situation of our I.T. classrooms.

At the same time, three of the Lecture Theaters (namely LT-E, LT-F and LT-G) has been 
recently replaced with new BARCO projectors. 

At around Easter Holidays, we shall be upgrading the wireless microphones equipments in all 
8 Lecture Theaters. Our teaching colleagues and students should experience significant 
improvement on the reception quality of the wireless microphones after this upgrade.

We believe these new equipments will further help our teaching colleagues in their teaching 
and academic needs.

mailto:david.shiu@ust.hk
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/classroom/classrooms.html
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Network System Team

Implementing A Next-Generation Border 
Internet Security Gateway in 2006 

Nowadays as we are hooked up to the Internet, we are always being exposed to a diversified 
range of security threats through the exploits of possible software or design vulnerabilities.  
These include common network attacks like Denial-of-Service (DoS) or even Distributed DoS 
(DDoS) attacks which either jam a network pathway or exhaust available computer resources, 
thus disrupting related network services.  Infection of viruses, worms, Trojans, malware, 
spyware, etc. through the Internet is also not uncommon. 

Here at HKUST, we have been deploying specialized network firewall solution at our Internet 
border to protect our campus since 2001.  We are also running separate intrusion detection 
systems (IDS) which helps to identify infected machines or targeted victims, so that we can 
proactively follow up with related departments or users.  However, as cyber attacks become 
more sophisticated and make use of blended attack techniques, our current plain firewall 
solution no longer serves the job well.  As such, ITSC is currently working on a major security 
project to source for a next-generation intelligent Internet security gateway running in high-
availability (HA) mode to further strengthen our border Internet security. 

In this project, we are looking for an "integrated" security solution with built-in stateful network 
firewalling capabilities together with real-time heuristics-based intrusion detection and 
prevention mechanism.  This intelligent security gateway should be capable of deep packet 
inspection (DPI) such that it exhibits applicable-aware characteristics to better guarantee its 
accuracy in mitigating attacks, i.e. reducing the so-called false positives.

Behavior based heuristics (like spotting traffic anomalies and protocol anomalies) should be 
supported in addition to common signature based pattern matching for common attack 
patterns.  Such behavior based intelligence will help to protect against the so-called zero-day 
attacks, or attacks not coming from previously known vulnerabilities.  Hardware ASIC 
(Application-Specific Integrated Circuits) technology should also be employed to guarantee 
good network performance under reasonably high traffic condition. 

ITSC targets to complete this project by end of 2006, and we know that implementing a next-
generation Internet security gateway may not be a silver bullet to Internet security.  Nowadays 
it is widely recognized that IT security issue can best be tackled using a comprehensive 
approach by addressing security at the network, server, application, and desktop levels. 
 Definitely there will be further challenges lying ahead of us, including those posed by the 
deployment of traffic encryption which makes it even more difficult to pinpoint bad traffic.  To 
work towards a more secure cyber campus, we need your continual cooperation and 



awareness in safeguarding your IT environment at all levels, and in particular, on your 
desktop side. 
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WWW & Server Technology

Departmental Vulnerability Scanning Service

In today's computing environment, updating your system with latest security patch is an 
integral part of every computer user's routines. Microsoft has done a great deal on improving 
the security of Windows in recent years. However, critical vulnerabilities still pop up from time 
to time. 

For those who manage more than just a few PCs or take care of the computing needs of a 
whole department, ensuring every system to be fully patched is still a tedious task. 

In an effort to ease the life of departmental administrators, ITSC has been piloting the 
Departmental Vulnerability Scanning Service (DVSS) since Q4 last year. The service provides 
monthly scanning of all PCs in a department and generates detailed vulnerability report. Early 
adopters showed positive feedback.

DVSS is based on the Nessus Vulnerability Scanner which is configured to check for remotely 
exploitable vulnerabilities as well as backdoors of virus infected machine. Nessus comes with 
a wealth of vulnerability tests called plug-ins. Each plug-in checks for a particular weakness. 
New tests can be added by loading additional plug-ins.

During the pilot phase of DVSS, the most common vulnerabilities revealed are missing of 
critical Windows security updates, having empty administrator password or infected by virus 
Sassar. We also found that shared PCs and PCs come as turnkey system are most 
vulnerable. These PCs usually lack proper management.

A Microsoft security expert has said, "Software Engineering is still a relatively young 
engineering discipline". So, don't expect a flawless system any time soon. Applying security 
updates and verifying with vulnerability scanner are still the rules of the game in the 
foreseeable future. 

If your department is interested in the service, please feel free to contact us. 

mailto:wwst.itsc@ust.hk
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WWW & Server Technology

Coming "People Search" channel on HKUST 
myPortal

A new "People Search" channel will be available for users to find contact information of 
HKUST members. Users of the HKUST myPortal can subscribe this channel soon. With the 
People Search channel, you can 

●     find HKUST members' email addresses, department, telephone number, room number, 
etc.

●     modify personal details like your Chinese name, home page URL, FAX, mobile, etc.
●     modify individual staff information like functional titles, etc. (limited to department's 

IDLP)

 

A sample screen of the People Search channel

For the existing "People Search / Department Search" channel, it will be changed to 
"Department Search" channel as the people search function will be replaced by the new 
"People Search" channel. Please watch out our announcements as more and more services 
(or channels) will be added to HKUST myPortal. 

mailto:wwst.itsc@ust.hk
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/portal/index.html
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Miss. Theresa Lo

Equipment Upgrades in the Computer Barns

Over the Christmas period, PCs of the Computer Barn C’s General Area (Rm 4580) were 
upgraded from Pentium III 1Ghz to Pentium 4 3.0Ghz models. Together with the Barn A’s 
Teaching area (Rm 4402) PC upgrade in June, all three hundred plus units of PCs in the 
three ITSC Computer Barns are now aligned to Pentium 4 model with LCD monitors. 

At the same time over the Christmas period, the twenty units of Express Terminals residing in 
the three Computer Barns were also upgraded to Pentium 4 PC model and their old 17” CRT 
monitors were replaced by 17” LCD monitors.

To further alleviate the problem of printing large PDF/PowerPoint print files that caused the 
old HP Laserjet 8100 printers to hang, we have replaced them with 16 units of LaserJet 9050 
(with faster performance and better compatibility). 

As for the HP Color LaserJet 8550 in Computer Barn A, it has been in service for over three 
and a half years. With natural wear and tear, the condition of this printer has deteriorated 
under high usage. Besides, to cater for the sophisticated graphics files and the complex large 
print files, we have retired this color printer and replaced it with a higher performance Color 
LaserJet 5550 model.

mailto:cctlo@ust.hk
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Miss. Theresa Lo

Extended Weekend Opening Hours for Tang Shiu 
Kin Computational Laboratory

To provide better service to our students, especially to those part-time students who could 
only work on campus over weekends, ITSC has extended the weekend opening hours at the 
Tang Shiu Kin Computational Laboratory. For a trial period of 9 weeks, up till 12th March 
(inclusive), the weekend opening hours of the Tang Shiu Kin Computational Laboratory is :

●     Saturday : 8:45am – 0:45am
●     Sunday : 8:45am – 0:45am

Through this, students can enjoy an extra of 12 working hours over weekends in the Tang 
Shiu Kin Computational Laboratory.

mailto:cctlo@ust.hk
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Mr. Charles Choy

New Servers enhancing Video Broadcast among local universities

Increased collaborations among local universities induce demands for live Internet video broadcast so that lectures and seminars in an institution can be viewed 
instantly by others. Previously, this service was constrained by internet bandwidth and both video quality and number of viewers had to been compromised.

The JUCC (Joint University Computer Centers) has recently purchased a new set of video broadcast system to solve the problems.  Basically, it supports 
hierarchical distribution of live video content so that viewers of an institution can be supported by a local video server.  This new system was recently used to 
broadcast the ShenZhou VI mission seminar held in CUHK and we were able to support a record number of more than 900 viewers with a high video quality.

If you are interested in using this new system to broadcast a lecture or seminar to our sister institutions, please contact ITSC.

mailto:charles.choy@ust.hk
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